religion was not monolithic and in the colonies Anglican privilege quickly gave way to pluralism and equality. 3 Despite a few notable exceptions noted below, these themes have not been examined by historians of Irish Protestantism. The neglect has been exacerbated by the stereotype of the religious complexion of Irish emigration as protestant in the eighteenth century and Catholic in the nineteenth.
It is also part of a more general unwillingness of modern Irish historians to engage with the religious history of Irish Protestantism, especially in Ulster. Aspects of the relationship between protestant migrants and political identity on both sides of the Atlantic and in parts of the British world has been explored, most notably the Orange diaspora in North America and the Antipodes. 4 Yet it remains the case that little is known about Irish protestant missionary effort to non-Christians and their mission to the protestant Irish overseas, including a lack of basic information about numbers, organisations, and locations. Given this background, the three works under review are to be welcomed for addressing various aspects of the relationships between Irish protestants, missionary activity, migration, and identity during the nineteenth century. That all the works are published by the Canadian academic publisher McGill-Queen's University Press underlines the salience of Irish protestant cultural influence overseas and the necessity for Irish history to be refreshed by external perspectives.
Hilary Carey and Colin Barr's edited collection, Religion and Greater Ireland, attempts to move beyond the exportation of sectarian tension to show the complexity of the Irish diaspora and its ability to generate 'religious networks of undeniable variety and tenacity that stretched to all corners of the globe'. Together these networks formed a 'spiritually capacious greater Ireland' (3) that in some senses long predated Dilke's mid-Victorian formulation of Greater Britain. They employ the insights of the 'new' imperial history and network theory to highlight 'the multi-layered nature of the imperial experience' and how religious institutions and ideas shaped community formation and cohesion. Greater Ireland encompasses more than the geographical locations of emigrants and is defined as 'a shared cultural space in which a sense of home and shared identity jostled with the varying challenges of the host societies and the inherited divisions of the Irish themselves'. Though this identification varied over time and space, this 'does not vitiate the observation that the son of Irish migrants in Boston often thought of himself as Irish in much the same way as did the granddaughter of Irish migrants in Ballarat. Greater Ireland was protean, but it was real to the people who would have recognized their residence in it.' (21) The Introduction discusses the networks of early-modern Catholicism formed through Irish colleges, royal courts, the British army, and colonial careers, and notes that 'Irish protestants were also enthusiastic empire and nation builders' (4). The 3 H.M. Carey, God's empire: religion and colonialism in the British World, c. 1801 -1908 (Cambridge, 2011 editors recognise that most emigrants were looking for a permanent new home and that to understand this scholars need to look beyond the relationship between Ireland and the British Empire. They rightly claim that 'the Irish were present in all major colonial and American denominations' (16), though their call to focus on religious experience rather than churches is contradictory and is not justified by the individual essays that demonstrate the importance of denominational structures and identity.
Barr has previously traced how Rome populated vacant sees outside Europe with Irish bishops at the urging of Cardinal Paul Cullen who, Barr claims, was uniquely influential on the Scared Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith. The 'Hiberno-Roman conquest of the Englishspeaking Churches was not at all accidental, but rather a systematic, well planned and centrally directed operation; contingency no doubt dictated timing and tactics, but the pattern continued over too long a time and in too many places to be coincidental.' Furthermore, 'Paul Cullen and his allies "borrowed" the British empire and more besides to build a transnational Irish spiritual empire'. The Introduction points to the limits of equating 'Greater Ireland' with Catholicism, yet this acknowledgement is not followed through consistently. The Introduction outlines three missionary movements relevant to Ireland -the seventh century, the early-modern, and the mid-nineteenth century -chosen primarily, it seems, because they suit the experience of Irish Catholics (7-9). There is also a need to know much more about the involvement of Irish people in international protestant denominational and interdenominational networks such as the Evangelical Alliance (from 1844), the Lambeth conferences for Anglicans (from 1867), and the Alliance of Reformed Churches Holding the Presbyterian System (from 1877). These are significant, for, as Carey argues elsewhere, Greater Britain was by definition protestant. The editors observe that it was much easier for Anglicans, Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, and others to assimilate into existing networks, whether evangelical or denominational, whereas Irish Catholics were distinct. Irish identity could still be cherished and developed by protestants, but they were also part of the colonial mainstream and the need to define themselves was less obvious than for Catholics. The interplay of different aspects of identity is illustrated in Michael Gladwin's discussion of Irish Anglicans in Australia before 1850. This group self-consciously saw themselves as Irish, evangelical, and politically-liberal in their attitudes to church-state relations. This interpretation fits with the view of historians of mission that identification with Britishness and the Empire was not automatic during the early nineteenth century and that evangelical imperatives often caused tensions with colonial authority figures. An excellent introduction can be found in Alvin Jackson, Ireland 1798 -1998 : war, peace and beyond (Chichester, 2010 Porter, Religion versus empire?, chs 3 & 4.
identity, yet no such common cause could be found in terms of prohibition, Sabbath observance, and bible-based education.
The editors are correct to note that 'the history of Irish Protestantism is badly served in Ireland itself, let alone in Ireland's diaspora' and 'important Irish protestant networks can only be seen in glimpses in wider studies with secular concerns ' (15-16 ). Yet they downplay important work on the Irish protestant contribution to transatlantic religious networks before 1800, particularly revivalism and Presbyterianism in the thirteen colonies. Sherling is right to reintroduce these reasons, especially for the early eighteenth century, but it seems forced when applied to later periods, particularly the late 1860s (229). In addition, the reasons for minimising economic motives are confined to lengthy footnotes that reinforces the impression of an overemphasis on push factors.
Presbyterians were certainly second-class within the Irish confessional state and confronted the problem of being a minority of a protestant minority in Catholic Ireland, yet the rhetoric of Presbyterian grievance needs to be balanced by an awareness of the complexity of both Presbyterian experience and inter-confessional controversies. India, 28 to New Zealand, 18 to South Africa, 15 to China, and 8 to other destinations. 23 Older studies of Presbyterian emigration ended in 1776 because it was believed that the Revolution marked the point when these immigrants ceased to be a clearly defined ethnic group; 'the Scotch-Irish were no longer a separate national stock but were Americans'. and Synge, as well as la Touche and Guinness. In this world, 'Evangelicalism was fashionable' (61).
Dalyland was a product of evangelical associational culture and the romantic landscape of Wicklow, which created a laboratory for the formulation of radical ideas. Akenson is too good an observer to overestimate the influence of this religious mind-set -we 'are not observing Holy Joe land' (83) -and cites as compelling evidence the case of Percy Jocelyn and his dalliance with a guardsman. Yet for those like Darby who consumed this vision, it was intoxicating. 'What is certain is that it was his experience of the social physics of a very small socially and economically elite region of southern Ireland that formed the way he looked at the celestial mechanics of God interacting with Man.
Undeniably, his continual reading and rereading of the scriptures formed the way he looked at Ireland; equally, the Ireland that he experienced formed the way he reinterpreted the Bible.' (7) Darby was born in London into a family with strong connections with both the navy and Catholics from the 1870s onwards. Irish protestants had different experiences. Already a minority in Ireland, they were also a minority in the predominately protestant United States and the outposts of Greater Britain. They played a crucial role in developing the denominational and ideological contours of protestant cultures in both contexts, yet they were absorbed into the broader protestant evangelical world they had helped create. Their Irish identity was not absent but it was part of a broader matrix of relationships and was often less relevant than their membership of transnational British and evangelical communities.
